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Highlights
â€¢

T he reasons of possible â€œinterstellar migrationâ€ are discussed.

â€¢

T he possibility of â€œDysonshipsâ€ transiting inside the Solar System
is hypothesized.

â€¢

T he main observational markers of Dysonships are searched.

â€¢

Main observational markers identified: infrared excess and high proper
motion.

â€¢

Strategies for target identification and astronomy-like measurements
are described.

Abstract
T he possibility of interstellar migration has been theorized during the past thirty years in
the form of â€œDysonshipsâ€ that, using non-relativistic propulsion systems, are able to
colonize the Galaxy in a relatively short time compared to the age of the Galaxy and
consequently penetrate inside our solar system too. Observational evidence of this can
be potentially obtained using the present state of the art of telescopes and related
sensors, by following aimed searches and an expanded SET I protocol. Some transient
and unrepeated radio signals recorded during standard SET I observations might be due
to the transit of high-proper motion artificial sources of extraterrestrial origin, which are
expected to show a very weak optical emission, a strong infrared excess and occasional
high-energy bursts in the X and Gamma-ray wavelength ranges. Such artificial sources
might show an interest to Earth by sending probes to visit it: such a possibility can be
investigated scientifically as well.
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